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Quarterly Progress Report
I ITRI Project V6102
for the period
1 October to 31 December 1969
I. INTRODUCTION
The Technology Utilization Program of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration has been actively engaged in
transferring into the Public Sector new technology which was
developed originally for aerospace applications. In order to
foster this process, NASA has developed the concept of a Tech-
nology Applications Team whose *_ask is to act as a catalyst in
bringing together the expertise that resides in NASA and the
technical needs of the Public Sector.
This is the second quarterly report of the work of the
TATeam at IIT Research Institute. The IIT RI team is concerned
with problems in the field of Law Enforcement, Mine Safety,
`	 and at the end of this quarter has added a third area, Water
Pollution. This report details the activities of the team
during the months of October, November, and December. The
following section presents an overview of the project. ,section
II discusses the public sector contacts the team nas made, the
aerospace literature searches conducted, and the relevant tech-
nology identified during this time period.
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II. PROJECT OVERVIEW
The Technology Applic.:tions 'Team program is an experi-
mental one in which an attumpt is being made to gain an under-
standing of the process of technology transfer. The basic
methodology of the project was outlined in the first quarterly
report but each detailed step is being; evaluated as the proj-
ect moves on.
The main objective, of course, is the transfer of aero-
space technology, particularly that generated by NASA and its
contractors, into the Public Sector. This technology has been
paid for by the American people and it is a mandate of the
Space Act of 1958 that it be made publicly available. Mean-
while, a number of problem areas nave recently become of great
concern to the general public - areas for which there is a
pressing need for new technology. The IITRI team has focused
its attention on problems in Law Enforcement and Mine Safety.
In the coming months it will add Water Pollution as an area
of concern.
The team acts as a catalyst in applying scientific and
engineering developments created for aerospace functions to
quite different functions in the public sector. One of the
key elements in this process is communication between the two
communities. We have learned that one of the principle rea-
sons that technology has been slow to make its way into these
areas is that scientists and engineers fail to understand the
problems faced by people in the public sector. It is more
than just a language barrier; engineers and, say, police offi-
cers think and operate differently. As a result, an engineer
f`	 who ti-.inks he has an ideal device for law enforcement use,
j ^	 based on his preconceived notions of a problem, finds his ideas
rejected by the police because they are riot practicable to the
Iway the police must function.
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The team, then, spent the first few months of the program
in building relationships with the mining and law enforcement
communities which would permit that necessary communication.
We have found that the more informal these relationships coult
be, the better the chance of arriving at an exact definition of
the problem.
Once a problem is defined, it is the task of the team to
break it down into the scientific parameters which can be
grasped by the aerospace researchers. This is done in a written
problem statement which contains a brief description of the
problem, a listing of the applicable physical parameters, sug-
gested approaches to a solution, and background information to
provide a better understanding of the needs involved. This
written statement is send to NASA Field Centers for distribution
to persons thoL ►ght to have relevant technical background. At
the same time, a computerized literature search is performed by
the team at one of NASA's Regional Dissemination Centers.
t! k.► ile the major effort during the first half of the pro-
gram has been involved in establishing the relationships which
are so important to the transfer process, a number of problems
in both Law Enforcement and Mine Safety have been defined, and
in some instances some relevant technology items which repre-
sent important potential transfers have been identified. These
will be described in detail in the following section.
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Ill. SECOND QUARTER ACTIVITIES
#.
I I I .	 SECOND (jUART1`R AC'1' IVT1' I 1•.:^
This section describes the Activities of the IITRI
Technolog y Applications Team during; the period October 1 to
December 31, 1969. Contacts the team 11,­1
 made with mining
and law enforcement personnel are discussed first. The fol-
lowing suh-section describes the problem statements which have
been prepared during the period. Next, a description of the
literature Parches performed by the team is given. Finally,
the technology identified end the transfer potential of each
item is discussed.
A. Agency Contacts
Date: 20 October 1969
Agency: Chicago Police Department
Persons Interviewed: Miss 'Maureen Casey, Documents Lab,
and Mr. Ernest Warner, Firearms Identification Lab
Team Members Present: F. R. Nand, S. Uccetta, J. Weyer,
and K. Kamath
Miss Casey described for us 	 the problem of recon-
structing the intelligence in indented writing and that
of determining the age of sequence of writing done with
a ball pen.
	 The information obtained during this
	
inter-
view was incorporated into Problem Statements LE-2 and
LE- 4 .
Mr. Warner described the process now used to iden-
tify a weapon from which a given bullet was fired.
	 A
cor.iparison microscope is used to compare the evidence
bLilet with a test bullet fired from the same gun.
	 The
Rprimary need is	 for a system which will reduce the t irile
involved in making the comparisons. 	 (This problem in-
volves a complete analysis system and does not appear to
be amenable to applications
	 team study at this	 time).
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Date: I October 1969
Agen ,zy: Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
Persons Interviewed: Mr. C. H. Rogovin, Administrator, Mr. R. W.
Velde, Associate Administrator, Mr. 11. Ruth, Director of
Law Enforcement Institu~e, Mr. A. Karp, Institute Staff
member.
NASA Personnel Present: Mr. M. Da y , Mr. R. Philips, Mr. R. Bivins,
TUD, and Mr. G. D. Ginter, OART.
Team Members Present: F. R. Hand and W. McMahon
The purpose of this meeting was to clarify for LEAA the
role NASA can play in assisting the law enforcement community in
obtaining new technology. The discussion resulted in an agree-
ment of support from LEAA for the applications teams program.
This was to be verified by exchange of letters between Mr. Day
and Mr. Ruth. The contact person within LEAA was to be desig-
nated. (Mr. Karp was later designated to work with the team.
See meeting of 21 November).
Date- 27 October 1969
Agency: iJ. S. Post Office, Bureau of Postal Inspection
Persons Interviewed: William Cotter, C 1—Jef Postal inspector
Team Members Present: William McMahon
Chief Cotter was briefed on the purpose and methodology
of the Applications Team program, and was asked of his bureau's
interest in pursuing some of their security problems with the
team. He indicated his interest and said he would discuss with
1 his staff the best way to arrange discussions of specific prob-
lems. No problems were considered at this meeting. Mr. Cotter
will contact the team when ready to discuss certain problems.
Date: 31 October 1969
Agency: Marvland Governor's Commission on Law Enforcement,
Marvland State Police
Persons Interviewed: R. M. Gutekunst, Acting Director, J. R.
Donovar, Directoi of Data Systems Development, Governor's
Commission; Col. R. J. Lally, Supt., Capt. H. M. Everline,
Chief of Planning; and Research, Mr. Blair Shirk, Director
of Data Processing, State Police.
Team Members Present: F. R. Hand, W. McMahon, IITRI; R. G.
Bivins, NASA
Mr. Bivins briefed the group on the objectives and scope
of the Applications Team project. The main objective was to
develop an understanding with the Commission of the kind of
problem the team would undertake to study. They are in their
early stages of operation and were not able to give us a shopping
list of problems at that time. They will be helpful in steering
us to those local agencies in Maryland who can define specific
problems.
A cooperative atmosphere was established between both the
Governor's Commission and the State Police. The only problem
to be suggested at this meeting was mentioned by Mr. Shirk.
His department F-as seen a reed for means for locating faults in
a data communications link. He and Mr. McMahon agreed to meet
in December to obtain the information needed to prepare a prob-
lem statement.
Dale: 14 November 1969
Agency: U. S. Bureau of Mines
Persons Interviewed: Dr. Thomas Howard, Director of Research
Team Members Present: Dr. Madan M. Singh
Dr. HL-ward was brought up to dace on the work that the
team has done on mine safety problems. He was quite interested
in the results uncovered so far. Dr. Singh described the dust
^.	 monitor developed by ERC and the use of lasers to replace con-
ventional Optics, such as in a Tyndalloscope.
7
Dr. Howard indicated that work of this nature was being
carried out at the Pittsburgh laboratories. An earlier con-
versation with Dr. W. Courtney, at the Pittsburgh laboratory,
found than this work did not involve the use of lasers. The
limitations of optical methods of dust measurement (e.g., dif-
ferences of index• of refraction of rock dust and coal dust) were
discussed. Dr. Singh pointed out that an y recommendations made
for the implementation of this technology would take these lim-
itations into account.
At an earlier meeting, in August, Dr. Howard volunteered
to call together the directors of the Bureau's various research
centers to meet with our team for a presentation of ouc project
and discussion of some of their technical problems. He indi-
cated that this meeting will be held in Denver around the ;riddle
of January and that they would reserve half a day for our pres-
entation. We will be informed later of the exact date for this
meeting.
Date: 14 November 1969
Agency: National Academy of Engineering, Committee on Mine
Rescue and Survival Techniques
Persons Iriterviewed: Mr. Gerald Meloy, Executive Secretary
Team Members Present: Dr. Madan M. Singh
The discussion centered around the problem statements
prepared by the team and which had been sent to Mr. Meloy by
F. R. Hand. Mr. Meloy had discussed these statements a few days
earlier with Dr. Clingman. He felt that they had been well
t
`	 written and expressed the problems adequately.
Mr. Meloy also said that he would like to include the
latest results of our work in his final report which will be in
preparation in January. He was most keenly interested in the
i	 two problems on e:^plosion quenching, MS-2 and MS-4.
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Date: 21 November 1969
Agency: I,aw Enforcement Assistance Administration
Persons Interviewed: Abraham Karp, Louis Mayo, Paul Cascarano,
and Jay Merrill
Team Members Present: F. K. }land, W. McMahon, IITRI, and R. G.
Bivins, NASA
Mr. Bivins expressed the objectives and scope of the pro-
gram. Once again it was necessary to develop an understanding
of the role of the team and the type of problems it is set up
to handle. Mr. Mayo stated that in a few weeks, date undeter-
mined, the LEAH would publish its priorities for 1970. They
were not yet in a position to give us a shopping list of prob-
lems but Mr. Mayo would select one or two for uF to work on -
as a test of the team concept. He pointed out that LEAA is fo-
cusing on problems in the criminal justice realm. Traffic and
other aspects of law enforcement are the responsibility of other
agencies such as the National Highway Safety Board. Mr. Mayo
and Mr. McMahon will coordinate on the selection of the above
mentioned problems.
Date: 18 November 1969
Agency- Chicago Fire Department
Persons Interviewed: Captain Maker, et al
Team Members Present: F. R. Hand, (Mrs.) M. Myers, and I.
Feldhouse
Captain Maker discussed with us the rescue of injured
people from wrecked vehicles. In Chicago, this is the respon-
sibility of the Fire Department, especially Snorkel Squad No. 1.
The ,7 showed us some of the tools used in removing and prying
apart metal parts of autos and trucks which have the occupants
i
pinned inside.
0
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Their ,:ialn problem is in Lhe removal of the metal. They
use power saws, hack saws, torches, aiid sometimes special hard
hladed axes. The main concern is the fire hazard associated
with spilled gasoline or other flammable materials. The y keep
extinguishers handy and often spra y water to protect the ncel ► -
pants when torches are used.
Also needed are special tools to pr y apart metal sections,
such as cowl and frame, which have collapsed to within a few
inches of each other. Most 
-
jacks, which are used for this pur-
pose, are too large to he inserted in this space.
The complete apparatus of the Snorkel Unit was not avail-
able at the time of our visit and we were invited hack to see
that at a later time. 'Phis unit, which handles most of the res-
cue work in Chicago (about 20 calls a day) is considered one of
the most complete in the nation.
Date: 8 December 1.909
#	 Agency: Chicago Police Department, Crime Laboratory
Person Interviewed: Bliss Maureen Casey, (thief of L)ocuments
Section
Team Member Present: F. R. hand
Miss Casey was presented with a copy of our problem state-
ment, T,E-2, Detection arid Recovery of Indented Writing, for her
review. Mr. Hand also briefed her on two items of technology
already located through search of NASA and AFC Tech Briefs. One
concerned a fiber optic surface gage which had been incorporated
into an automatic instrument for inspecting tube flares. The
other was an adaptation of a mechanical surface profilometer.
We discussed the application of these ideas to the indented
writing problem. This discussion brought out several pointsg P	 g
concerning the cost-effectiveness of a system to perform the
task of reading indented writing. This information will be very
valuable in evaluating further technology uncovered by the for-
mal literature search.
10
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11 Deceniher 1969
Agency: Maryland State Po l i.ce
Person Interviewed: Mr. Blair Shirk, Director of Data
1)rocess ing
Team Member Present: W. McMahon
Mr. Shirk descrihed the problem : t= locating trouble in com-
puter communication links between terminal facilities. Current-
ly, when an outage occurs, it is necessary to manually trace the
fault, resulting in excessive down-time, boss of the computer
for long times is intolerable and greatly impairs the effective-
ness of the system, which is connected to the National Crime
Information Center operated by the FBI. Mr. Shirk wondered if
there are automatic trouble shooting techniques employed by NASA
which could be applied to this problem. As a result of this
discussion, a problem statement will be prepared by Mr. McMahon.
Date:	 29 December 1969
Agency:	 Mary land State Police
Person	 Interviewed:
	
Captain ]Hugh Everline, Chief of Planning
and Research
Team Member Present:	 W. McMahon
Captain Everline indicated a great interest	 in being able
t	 to monitor vehicle speed in real time from a awving patrol car.
His particular interest centered around the analysis of traffic
flow.	 They use the VASCAR system
for
at present because
	 it elimi-
but
	 the	 fornates	 the need	 stationary sites, object to	 need
the officer to make certain critical judgements of time and
distance.
Captain Everline also expressed an interest in the problem
of improved methods of extracting victims from vehicle wreckage.
They currently must call a private wrecking crew and wait for it
to arrive at the scene before a;sistance can be given to trapped
victims. If they had some simple-to-use method or equipment of
their own, they could render assistance as soon as the patrol
11
arrives at the scene, thus improving; the chances of saving;
lives. ('Phis concern lands importance to Problem Statement LE-9,
now in preparation) .
Telephone conversations were held with Mr. H. Schuh,
Research Chemist with Fisher Pen Company, and Mr. Linton Godown,
Consulting Document Examiner, concerning the problem of deter-
mining age of inks. Fisher is one of the principle ink manufac-
turers. Roth offered to comment on our problem statement and to
assist in obtaining information on the properties of inks.
As indicated above, team representatives will meet with
I
research directors of the Bureau of Mines to present our program
and what has been achieved to date. We hope that as a result of
this meeting, some additional problems will be forth coming for
the Mine Safety area. Additionally, the team will meet in Janu-
ary with the New York State Office of Crime Control, the criminal
justice pl-inning agency, and the New York City Police Department.
These meetings should also brim.; to light some new problems.
B. Problem Statement Preparation
Most of the problems on which the TATeam is focusing its
attention csrrently were identified during the first quarter.
A great deal of effort and discussion has occurred since then in
developing a satisfactory format for the Problem Statements. The
Problem Statement is intended to (1) convey all pertinent infor-
mation about a problem, (2) be motivational in eliciting techni-
cal ideas from NASA scientists and engineers.
i	
The format arrived at by the 11TRI team consists of the
1 following outline:
1. Introduction - Presents the reader with the social
impact the problem has generated, and the technical
importance of arriving at a solution.
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2. Statement of the Problem - A concise statement of the
technical needs of the problem, followed by a list of
the essential characteristics and constraints associated
with the application.
3. Possible Approaches - A list of the ph ysical properties
which might he exploited in arriving at a solution.
4. Background Information - Contains details about the
problem, methods of solution already being tried and
their limitations, and any other information needed to
complete the picture.
S. References - A list of references already acquired
through the literature search, if the search is com-
pleted prior to sending out the Problem Statement.
6. For Further Information - The name, address, and tele-
phone number of the team representative to contact if
additional information is required, or if one wishes to
discuss possible solutions to the problem.
.9
Their format was developed in lieu of the final results of
a project conducted by Dr. William Clingman, W. 11. Clingman &
Associates, under a separate contract, to develop guidelines for
Problem Statement preparation. We have had discussions with Dr.
Clingman which have been helpful in arriving at the above format
and in improving the content of the Problem Statements we have
to date prepared.
In trying to develop a style which would be attractive to
the NASA engineer, we felt that a distinctive cover sheet should
be used with each document. The cover should (1) draw attention,
(2) identify the originator as one of the Technology Applications
Teams, (3) convey the subject of the problem, and (4) indicate
the NASA authority for the TATeam program. The design agreed on
by all teams and TUD program monitor contains the words TECHNOL-
OGY APPLICATIONS TEAM, the NASA logo, and instructional paragraph
indicating the purpose of the program and the manner in which a
reader should respond.
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The cover sheets are printed with this information placed
in a pleasing, easy-to-read arrangement. A light blue color is
used as an eye catching device. The Cover sheet was adopted at
a meeting of all TATeams in November.
The Problem Statements which were placed in their final
form and distributed to NASA research centers during this quar-
ter are shown in the following pages. These are:
MS-4, Quenching of Coal Mine Explosions
MS-5, Mine Rescue Communications
LE-2, Detection and Recovery of Indented Writing
LE-3, Vehiclar Speed Determination
LE-4, Age and Sequence of Ball Pen Inks on Documents
with Multiple Writing
In addition, draft problem statements were prepared for the
following problems:
MS-6, Improved Batteries for Underground Coal Mines
LE-1, Omni-directional Antenna for Portable Police
Transcel.vers
LE-5, Remote Medical Measurements
LE-6, Miniature fV System for Vehicle Surveillance
LE-7, Light;aeight Gas Mask and Face Protector
LE-9 1 Improved Rescue Equipment
d
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TICHN010GY
APRICATIONS
TEAM
QUENCHING OF COAL MINE EXPLOSIONS
A pproblem in Mine Safety undertaken by the
?.IT Research Institute team sponsored by
NASA's Technology Utilization Division
This Problem Statement calla lu )uui al tell( loll
eelgn ► ftcant technological needs In an IThuliant
area of concern In the public, hector. We hop*
to br ing to hear on th ► y
 prublei ,n lt►e rntorma-
tion and e%pertlre that realden In NASA. It,
you Ueel you can contribute, pleases ► elate your
Ideam to the- Technology lil 11lzatlon 0i'lAceer of
Your Inatal lal ion, or to llie tram repromentat ive
named /u the zst a t en ►rnt .
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A c0a. mine explos io ►l takes a finite Lime i , measurah le in
millisec ► . ,	 to develop. Within this millisecond time period,
a su i tah l.- q;iench ing or Suppress iot ► age ►► t could be discharged
into the appropriate area to completely contain the explosion.
Discharge of the y ►► enching or suppressing agents would ..e auto-
matically triggered b y
 sensing devices which receive the signal
from the initiating explosion.
STA'iTNENT OF 'i HF, PROBLEM
The coal mining i nciust ry needs an explosion quencher-
suppressor capable of discharging into the explosion front
preferably within 40 milliseconds. A satisfactory agent would
meet Lhe following criteria:
1.	 Non-toxic .
?. Capable of being dispersed uniformly in a coal mine
passage .
S. N spersion technique to be used should not, in
L  tit L i , c011tit1.LUte a hazard.
4. Able to suppress either methane cr coal dust
explosions.
POSSI h (,E AA" PROACHES
:'Ile suppression of a combustion process can occur when one
or more of the three constituents of the process--namely, fuel,
ox ygen, and temperature--are reduced to a point where the com-
bust on cannot be sustained.
The U.S. Bureau of Mines has experimented successfully
with bicarbonate powder in arresting coal dust explosions.
However, the dispersion Lechnique used (exploding a "bomb" of
the agent to swamp the explosion front) can cause injury to
lminers it ► Llie vicinity. Hence, an improved dispersion technique
16
using; thi s .-l9cnt would et I tit ► cots( i-ilml	 sigiii I icant 1% , in solving;
this prohleal.
B ACK GR OUND I NFO RMAT ION
flit' majority of c, )it I mice cxl ► Iosiim.-, itre it ► it i ited and/or
1)ropagaLv(1 by v  t lie I- n ► c , t I ► ctit! g4ts, coa I oft ► tit , of a c.oml,i )it t i()11
of Llic t^!o.
Met ha ne
'I'll(-	 presence of	 mcL hatie	 :;as	 i it	 c Oa I	 u ► i t ► t•s i	 s	 title	 t	 ,, t lie
decompos i t ion	 process w t i full	 I ► ,t s	1	 )rn ►cd Lite	 c()a I i t	 tic s 1	 1 ,1!
concentrations of meLhane	 ► t ► 	 air	 ahovu I	 auti 11elov	 "i,, all
explosion	 wi I l	 not occut	 .	 The	 ► ntAiiiitie luvt•I	 is control led iu
n ►i,st
	
mint's	 by	 force d vent i	 l at	 i,,n,	 ht ► L t his	 is	 u, ► t always stic-
ces+ift11	 i t ► 	 prevent ing	 aectttnrtlaL ion	 it ► poc • keI s	 or ittikised areas
o IF	 t Iie
	 mi iie,	 or	 at t he	 work i t ► }.;	 Lac y• .
The ignition Lemperatttrt , I imi Ls (it the gas range i ' re.n a
1-w of about 565"C (IWA)"1") to a high of tilt)"t: (1180'F) and tht!
gas hits a flame tekiyet -at1 11-c 01 aI'prohi u ►a t t_Iy I ti WC ( 141 0 0 1) .
Coa 1 DO-; L
The vxplosive hilzdl'ds " I coaI (Ills( s it re detcrn ► i[led by
l licit - comp()S i don, coact-ul-rat i t ► tt, part idle s iz , a1 ► d particle
sire distribution.	 The n ► i ►► in ► ttn ► concet ► tt-at io ►► at which coal
dust iii air call explode is ahitut 15 gm/m 3 , assuming an avrra ►;e
pi ► rL isle diameter of 3	 Particles larger than 850 /4 (20 mesh)
are not involved in explosions. The iguitit,n temperature of
coal dust is about 96WC t 1 b5O" I- ' ► and Lhe dust explOs ion could
he iii itiated b y a meLhant- gas exl,lt,sion, expt ► sure Lo opet ►
i iames, sparks, and Lo a 1 in ► i tea exLenL , by sponta tie ot,5
combustion.
^l milligram per cu. meter = 1 million particles per cu. fut,t
kMPPc 1 .
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Coal dust explosions are often secondary phenomena, caused
by a methane gas explosion, and the resul t i gig damage is due
largely to this secondary effect.
CUKRENT METHOD
The U.S. Bureau of Mines has developed an explObi(An
detection- quenching device (Ref. 1 and 2) which has success-
fully arrested c 0al JusL explosions in mine entry areas. The
IL.	 sensor of this device picks up i0traviolet radiations from
ignited ),as which initiate nine explosions and then tr igge ►-s
the quencher. The latter, essentially a tubular "bomb" of
potaosium bicarbonate, explodes and swamps the path of the
explosion front with noncombustible pctassium bicarbonate and
carbon dioxide, a decomposition product.
The device is still under further development and has the
major drawback of responding to spurious ultraviolet signals
causing false detonations of the quencher. This can cause
injury or impairment of hearing to miners working ir. the area.
}	 Hence, the system has not gained acceptance in the mining
induct r^	 y.
1 :	 REFERENCES
1 .	 Mitchel I A D. W . , Nagy, A.,, Murphy, E. M . , Bu. of Mines
Report, Preventing Explosions from (jas Ignition at the
Face," (Sept. 1967) .
j2.	 Kamenski, E. M., Nagy, J . , Conn, A. W . , "Further Develop-[	 ment of an Ex'A osion Quenching Device," to be presented
at Int. Conf. of Safety in Mines Research, Tokyo,
Nov. 20-25, 1961.
A literature search of aerospace technology is presently
being conducted; however, some relevant references may not be
identified by this means, and any additional references you may
suggest would be appreciated.
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FOR F liRT111' R I NF 0101AT I ON
ConL,tc: L:
	 F. K. 11.md, Yr()jc-cL DirecLo ► r
NASA Technology App] is at ions '1 cam
IIT ke., ;c,arch In:St i tuLe
10 WesL 35 SLtceL
Chicago, Illinois 60616
TvIephotic:	 (312) 225-9630
Exlens ic ► t ► 5281
Reference: IITRI /MS-4
i'G
i
r
[I1 1 RI /M5-5
TF-16"HNOLOGY
APPLICATIONS
TEAM
MINE RESCUE COMMUNICATIONSON
In
A problem in Mine Safety undertaken by the
IIT ResCarch Institute team sponsored by
NASA's Technology Utilization Division
'"hits i'rublem Statement cullb to your LAt ti:,it ttin
significant t.ec hnoiogical deeds in nu important
area of concern in the publlf^ sector. We hope
to bring to bear on this problem the inf(ornw -
t ion and expertise that resides iri NASA.
	 It
you feel you can contribute, please relate y„ur
ideas to the T--hnology Utilization Officer it
your instil lal ton, or to the team representativi-
named In the statement.
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I NTKOD11C1' I ON
Fc;l lowing Lhe orcurr( , nce of a mi it(- d i ,.lst cr, rescue CIA or t. s
^Are genera l ly hampert- ci by a lack of i ► l t ornla t i ()II 1 uard i iig sur-
vivors who may he trapped Wit11i 11 the Ill i n('.	 file e 11 i( ivilcy of
rescue opera L ions wr1U I d hC area t 1 v i mproved i f t ra pp d pe rsol I I It , 1
could communicate with thosc on the sIlrlac,^ I)y meiinti ,)1 some
sort of emergency signalling; system.	 Preseia comet-iilicat ioII
links, where provided, between the mi IIE , i IIt cr for and the ;,Iii 1 ,r( e
genera 1 ly of fer only l ink Led coverage, alit) a re not des i ►;ne,; I )
survive an explosion or L-()] lapse
STATE MENT OF TH E YK OtiiA-A
F:mer
	
ecicy
	
signa11 ing	 devices	 shol(l l,i 	 Ise (-wadi Iv	 acct.ssi i) 1F,
to every(rie within a Illiiie	 1I1I',	 ()h je (L't iVe wallI(I I)C St 	 be	 II)Ct	 1)^'
f;trn i sb i It each
	
person-,-i	 ellt er 1 II g 	 it	 Illi tie
	
w i	 I	 it It i s	 1	 vii	 h l gild I	 I	 i Ilg
Unit	 1 nd i vi dua 1	 :In i t s	 sbou I (I	 t II(- re t ore	 he lima I I C , Ito , 	 to	 be
:p arried	 o,l	 the	 pars on wi t bout	 (Ii s comfort	 or i Mei I'vi-v llce 	wi Lit
nO 'ma 1	 work .
	 T! 	 f 	 1 I Owing	 adcl i t I ona I	 r C( I II i	 I	 L•nlc'nt s	 sII,)u I (1	 he
mot.	 by	 the emerge,icy s i gUa 1 l i lig	 system:
1. Kange shoo l d be at 1 Cas L several bI III(1 r c'd 1 ee t t I I rotigI I
rock, soil, water, etc.
2. '111e cost per signalIil)g IIIIi1 sloth( he reasollahly
low--say a few dollaLs.
S .	 I'IJCII Llnit shoU i i '^e capa h-le o1 :,everFl 1 I10Urs of
C oll t i nlrOU S ope ra L l oll f1-OM its ow.l Power S (111 t - Ce .
This, in f_Urn, woUld prob lbly (rrcL -lte that average
power consumpt i oIl be held (Incit'r I i ve watts.
4.	 It wouId be desil - ahIc.• that ViiL'b II;IiL be c01111)Ietely
self-contained, wiLit no need to attach external
antennas, gro,Illd leads, sonic trallsclucers, or the
like.
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POSSI131.E TECHNIQUES
Among possible techn i (Iues which appei lr pr Omi s ing are the
following:
1	 Mechanical (seismic) .
^^	 ^.1CCti"lr	 1 ^?T3^;11eC lt'--t'i t I!t_• 1	 di ! e( l	 hY
means o` electric al )r- c lect romagneLlc sigiia ls, of
by using existing electrical conductors (wiring,
rails, pipes, etc .) as signe r i-carrying media .
MCKGRO[ I ND INFO KMATI ON
Fol Imoing are some bri('1 oh-,kr'vat iota, r, , gardiny, t he
applicability of various	 i",n ' r 1 1 ing nlet hods .
1	 Mechanical (seismic)	 The at tt_nuat iolr of MuCharrica
energy as it travel	 t to ()ugh rock v i se's ri1) 1 d1 y w i t h
f requenc y.	 Evt • n a t_ ► I ecti it-no.- i es it ,, l ow it s o! re k i l o-
cycle, attenuat ion oI the order of h!lrrth eds of deci-
bels for 1000 f oot pellet rat ion i:1 t ypica 1 .	 This wi I I
probably eIinill;ite any h(rt soh- al y d low-atidio fre-
quencies from 1lrrthcr considerat iorr.	 It should be
noted that, due Lo t hc • extremely high <r t t vnua L i on
coefficient for I oast :;oil, both sending and receiving
devices in a seismic signall ing sN , sLem wo,l ld have to
he placed in i!lt. IIALc' colrtact with hedrock.	 'Phis
could be oh_ject it^	 .le wlleYevt 1 1' topsol 1 thickness is
greater than a f c;: t ee t .
2.	 Electrical/magnet is -- 'Iwo get IL' I '11 signaI I ing tcch-
nidues employing elect r- icaI /maglict ic • propagat ion
appeal- to mer-A investigation	 (a) cart-ter s;'stci„^:,
utilizing existing eloctrica 1 condnc.'Lc-, I-s wiLhi!r the
mine (this would i ► lclude rails, plurrrhing, ductwork,
etc .) ; and (b) di sect penetraL ion techni(lues, which
would radiate energy directly Iwtw een the aline in--
Lerior acrd t I e snr'frrce .
1
1
Y
i
i^
KelativelV Irish	 et 1 icienc• ies alight
be realized with carrier coma! micat ion tec' till iclues, so
that comparatively low trim-;mi lted power l evels would
be required.	 Increilsed re  iahi I ity wolrld be obtained
by _- Z i l iz i ng, al l c ond,,c t ink; SL r'11c t o res i n pa ra I l e l,
with frequent cross--collections he twee!i dif ferent
types of structures .	 lhis would provide maximcul!
rednnd:lncy in avdi lal-le conducting paths.
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Ba se d oil the I) i- i nc • i pa 1 nude (,I' I)roptiga t ion,
d irec t pe tie t ra t i t>n t echn i dpies can ht ,
 c lasi4 i ti ed as
electrical, magnetic , o ►
 elect r(ntagnet is .
An electrical syst-em, which W0111  depend on the
conductivity of the rock acid so  I between t he t ralls-
mitter and the receiver, wt)t ► I d rcq(i i re thirt a Ira i r
of electrodes he driven into the earth at each end
of the t ransmi ss i on pat It . 	 I'ot . a l4i veil t ransnti t t ed
Dower, the range achievable wit it such a system is
directly related t() thr eleCtrodc_' spitciugs.	 F1IrtIlet-
investigation w  1 1 be regt ► ired to determine whet her
adequate range couldd he obtained with reasonable
electrode spacings.
	 Effectiveness of sttc • h a system
is greatest at low frequencies, so that direct voi(.'L'
transmission wt,-tld be tossikle with ,-t thininlim of
equipment .
In a rtt:.tgnet is sy st cm,	 t lit , t F,tnsnti t Lei and
receiver are provided with iudnct ion coi ls whit'h set
up and detect a varyitti; magnet is field.	 As with an
elect rical sy stem, pt"(q)dgat iot ► el l ic • iertt • y dc•c•reases
with i ► tcreasin ; l rc cluenc v; 110%-,Iev er­ , i t	 is sItlueWIMt
more difficult to provide for voice couuuttl,rc•ation
with a magnetic systell..
An eIectrtmtagneI ic y , , y st em (i .t- . , tad io) t)perau ing
in the F.[.F or VI.F regi on wou ld i,c 	 tdf penet ra-
Li.ng to great debt hti .
	
^ Tlie navy uses IIA-.1 attdic^ fre-
quencies to conunttnicat e with submarines which are
submerged in sea k, later .)	 The pr. intary drawback of
such a technique is t hat , due to t be loin , wavelengths
involved, extremely large transmi t t it ► g antennas are
required for- truly efficient radiat itt ► .	 Nevertheless
further investigation would seem %vorthwbile.
I	
REFERENCES
A literature search of avrosp is c t ec:hmo lu t.;y is present l y
being conducted.	 A list cif I,,-t t ktcttt refet ences so tar ident i i ied
in this search is attached. A ► tv addi t i0 oa I referetwes you may
suggest would be appreciated.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
I f you need more deta i t s abo ► it th i s prOb 1 em, or i f yo ► i
wish to discuss some of your ideas with a team representative,
please contact:
F. R. Hand, Director
NASA 'Technology Applications   Team
IIT Research Institute
10 West 35 Street
Chicago, 11 1 1 Liu i s 	 60616
'.Telephone:	 (312) 255-9630
Extension 5281
Reference: MS -- S
't
F.
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TECHNUIOGY
APRICATIONS
TEAM
DETEUION A l"D RECOVER" , OF
INDENl'FD WRITING
A problem in Law Kn f urcement 1111de i'takell by
the II1' Research Institute team sponsored
Ily NASA's Technology I til ication Division
I'h 1-, I'1411114III 'I1 A14n14 • nl	 1 a 1 1S 141 )'41441	 dl 14 111 I41L1
1 1 K ► 1 1 1 11 111 1 	 1 41 I 11141 1 S ig 1 I . 1 1	 111'1 . 411	 1 11 all	 I Fill). 11 1 all I
it l e'il	 411	 1 41111 t I IS	 I11
	
I bl'	 I)ul)I I I
	 I I1 ► .	 N1	 1141111
1 41 br I ne, t 11 I14 . 1 1	 4111 I Il 1 s prob 1 4 • m I Ise• l ni 11 1 1.1,1
( 11111 11141 1 • %lwl I In4 • 	111,11	 rl • 1Ides
	 111 NVsA	 II
llll f4 • e • I	 X4111 Ieu 4111111 IIIIIIv
	 1)1vuht • 1'1Iit11 • 	41111
idl as ( u 1111 • Tel Iu441I I, K ^ 1 . 1 1 1 1tal ion (IFIAr4•r ,11
y 41ur Intel .1 I I ' ll I4111 . of (41 1 Ill . I e •am reps esoill 111 ve•
nanw •d iit I b4• s  .• I 1 • :wn1 .
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STATEMENT OF THE PROB1,FM
The police need a met hod Lo exam i n^- various types o t vaper
to detect the pre::ence of i ndem cd writing, and to recons t rue: t
and record the information i L conta ins .
BACKGROUND ? NFORMAT ION
Indented writing;	 is	 the	 image of a written message which
has been
	 Lransferred from the original	 as an	 impression in	 the
surface of a succeeding	 laN,er of material.	 Vary often	 loose
pieces of paper such as note paper, 	 typing paper or other sta-
tionery art- used as	 hack i g ig sheets
	
for previously written
messages.
	
Of courses,	 this	 is	 iiearly always	 true	 for all	 except
the	 top	 sliest of a pact of paper.	 Lach	 Lime a	 piece of paper
is	 used as	 a	 backing street,
	
a	 portion of the u ► essage	 is	 Lrans-
ferred	 ro	 it	 from	 t.1he origiiia l	 in	 t-he	 form of	 indented writing.
'lhe- police often encounter	 Luis	 L% , pe of evidence,	 for example,
in garnbl ins; raids where	 Lhe original	 copy of telephone numbers
and betting amounts has been destroyed btit	 the	 information	 is
preserved on siicceediijg pages of a notebook. 	 Depending upon
the	 racking beneath	 the-	 second	 Sheet-,	 the q<<ality of	 the
{ papers,	 the shape of
	
the writing	 instiimenL,	 and	 the pressure
l applied b * v	 the wri Ler,	 the	 indented writing in	 t-he second
sheet	 is	 sometimes	 visible to	 the unaided eye.	 But more often
than not,
	
the sample of indented writing	 is	 too	 faint	 to be
legible.
improved	 isin general ,	 ..n	 technique	 most	 needed to exam-
ine a document which contains one or more superimposed
messages.	 While detection of	 the presence of	 indented writing
in these cases may not he difficult,	 recovery of the informa-
tion by	 techniques presently	 in use	 is often	 impossible.
L /
1
Techn igties prese ► -,L I v i ii gcncra I uSe i uc I udE • various schemes
of sidc - LighLed shadow - casting, Lht . - mo --sett ink; plastics and
scvcral photographic approacht • S Sucn as tk- use of high contrast
fi lm. These methods arc• unaI)IV to 1- eS OIVt • it ► dc [It ations below a
ct•rrain thrt.• slu 1d.
	 I'ht "Ho 1 1 ywood Detective" technique of
t
shading with a pencil is virttialIy lie V('1- USCd in actual prac-
ticE a;)' i t i., more Likely to destroy t- tit , i nformation than aid
in retrieving it.
G'I!A j%C F.K LST:I(;S' OF i iSl)I''M I^l). WK] FI NC
The tnt • chan i sm o f	 wr i t i tig ha-, no L fw, n Lo t-ally
characterized, hut_ it is prijjiilri l^- t 	 )I the paper
f i ht r:. raLli-r Lhan it eo,.ipi t'. " i4)1t pl'occos , si ► ch a:; 1,-, the case
w i t ii wa t t - rmai- k:, . 	 I'.s w i t:It ii,.	 1701,1u in s.; p ri)L( I SS , the s hape of tilt'
nd-•Iita l - lon is do pmidt )t tit , 1 1 -t- shape o f Lhc wri t i1qg 1n5t 1'iltneilL.
meast,ri-uit-tits
	
ma j.	 Ali,	 i-d	 I	 I peii	 iii,lt•ntat ions	 indicate
Lita t:	 wi.t ti	 tile • 	depth	 of	 the t 11r1-ow	 i S Of	 t	 -t•	 order	 (-. f	 2	 till 1."
CM micron s) 	 t.l1E • 	ILIfOrMa tioli c ats	 he recovercd usl,. '; Shadow
! i ghthig. it-	 dcplh:; Lhaij	 0.0	 mi I	 (IL)	 mIcrous)	 the	 pre y 	 nce•
()I i ijdt•ttt - cd	 writing	 ca p •	 e vi	 to I	 I / dt • LecLt • -I	 but	 usually	 not
C-ad. Thesc	 arE•	 apprt,xiutat- VdIIIt•:; aid	 at-(-	 given	 mily	 to	 indi -
cat - ()rdt-rs	 of magi. i aide. i	 t	 i., known	 at what minilntim d ept h
t	 hit. , i iittcotations	 chit	 '-w	 vi Seta 11.k , 	I i :cJ 1 ue•i .
POSS I liU AN"ROAC:IIES
Tt-chniguc."S emplo-ed to a:ial • .,t• surfact . imperfections might
bt-- adapLabIL- to thi-, prot:I,---.	 :101lt • approaclICS are;
1. MJcchatiica 1 tile-astirt m, nL of dt•pt h of groovE • s .
2. Ho lography. .
3,	 optical ruf lect_ioi. t rout surfaces .
4.	 r)hin-film Lhickt:ess Liwa:,ttreinent Lechniques.
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The method employed sh( , n i d bt , adaptable u) scanning an
entire page of copv. A visual di-,play or the recovered infor-
mation is most desirable.
LIT ERATURE SEAR CH
A computerized search of the aerospace literature has been
initiated. A number of pert inviit re f erenct -s have a l ready been
identified and are Liste(l bee w.	 !'- , wevcr, some rt. ' watiL Lech-
r.c logy Wight not uc: identi l fed by this means and any additional
referenccs ';ou Suggest Wo Ulti hL_ appicciaLc,t.
Stir fact• Tri-egillari Lies I)t'tt'ctCd b y I'IdIV Inspection
'Irl-t rnmt ,lr: (I'ih: . r ()pl ic y )	 NA'-;A Tt , cl, g rief Ft9-10152.
2.	 <,Ilrfacc I)r , 4' i hmit - t r it) I- I ,:xa ► nIiiiiw, t;rein- ISotlntiaC
Crt)oves , AKC
	
'.:;A '!' t -ch Brief h t)-• 10 14`).
H) F I-V IK 1' I! E R i m O RI` m' i w4
;1 ':Ot.t I . t.od more d-tai I!	 ii,wit	 this pr(ohIt-m, or i I vote
wi sh to d i scuss ­nur i (leas w i Ili a t t , am rt , prt sciit.at_ i ve , p Ledse
contact
F. R. ',rand, I)i rector
C	 1)pl 1cat. i	 Tealu
{ {'! Pet;k arch 1!IStJLt ► t.v
LO West 35 ,t.rcet.
Chi :ago, III i ► r()is r'Ohlh
lt:Lep t,one:
	
(112) 225-9h M
Fxtcnsion 5281
KeferCtice :
	
1 I-:- :'
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11111	 I I I ob 11 . 111 11 it l . • Ih. • 111	 1'il I I1	 t o y1 ► 111'	 al l 1 . 111 1.111
signiIHaul lechnoluKI1.11 Iii-ells In all iflym1.1161
it 1'ea 01	 1'0II(V'1'll	 III Ihl' 1111b1 Li' St-C 1111 • .	 We II I III*
I u br I fig,
 1 u bea r 1111 I h 1- prob 11 . 111 1 111
	
I n 1'orn1.1
t Ion it 	 I- w. III , 11Isc thin re sIties In NA.IN1.	 IV
.N ()if F1•e1
	 .11ll call I mll I'III111 1 • ,	 111eas1•	 II . Ial 1'	 ,A)Io
Neils I 	 1ilc lel • hlloIugy 11 11 I/al (fill Ill 1 11I • 1 , .11
V 11 1II . Ins IitI I.11 iolI, (II 	 to Ills•	 It-alit IY.• 111'1.11'ul.tI Ave
naryk-d I n 11w sl it 1 I•nn • nt .
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TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATIONS
TEAM
VHJULAR 'SPEED DE'F1*KHH*k4PI ION
P pr_oh l em 11, :,aw Enforcement 1 :,ide rtakvn by
t he 1 i t' Research lnst i tllte t cans SI)011so ► ed
by 11 71+;,h's Technology IILl liz at loll Division
t^
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: NTROI)I'CT i(Y4
Existing;	 pol ice	 vE-hicle rada r sys tcros are	 I1uiiLed	 in	 thei ►
^.•	 c ► sefulness
	 since they	 ca ► I	 Mlly he employed al	 caret - ii] ly	 selected,
(ixc'd	 lucat i(Ins. P01icc•
	 traffic , Ontrol	 operations coul ' l	 be
consi derahIy	 innproved it
	 d	 speed radar	 s y st em were	 dvaiTable
W1  i c h	 (• Oi i I CI
	
it I ^,) he	 opc rit L c d i ro py a	 nIov i ng veh i c l e .
S':	 h:MEN'I OF 'I HE PKO B',r H
' vivre i s a need for a vchictilar speed deterrni ► ial ion system
A 1('11 c. ►► . b e operated I r(m, is iui)vi ng or sta r iondry poI ice vebi -
cle.	 'III	 systerr, sh()ulcl IiavL- ( I I e f011,)winK I ea tu ► -c•s.
Cap. ► hiIity of measiii ink; relative velocit ies ill the
ra nge o f 5 t o 200 mpl ► .
A  i i i t 
	 to cornpE' ► isat e I - () F Hit' spVecl 01 t he veil i c I e
, „i „p ia i cb i t i s ope ra t ed .
c .	 Overa I I syst em a c c I I i r ► (-y of 1 2.,
c ,	 Ili rect readout	 k d i g i t , 1 01 . nit • t er) of absolute
target speed.
P;)SS 1 fill3 APPROACHES
AvaiId1)1e radar s y sLems are not stIiId1)1L' for operation
krona '.a m , )ving vehicle (tile t o their i ndb i I i t y t o c;is i r ogu i s h
betwt c,•; ► several targets in a constantly - cIIank;ang and unpredict -
alt 1 t , t•nv i ronilt"2rat .	 Thi s d i I l ic( I I t y Ill  LIIL he overt:o ►ne 1)y.
I	 Narrowing Lhe ( rans Ili it Led 1)eamwidtII.
2.	 Process ins; Lhe c on ► pos i It e ► e L  1 cn s i,; ► aa i	 a;, to
be able to exaIli i Ilc' it s ill( i vi dud 1 c Oil) p One nt s.
BAl KCROUND 1 NFORMAT I ON
A m--ijor funcLion per lornit , d by IocaI and State Police•
agt^ tic ivs is traffic control .	 iii (WLIL^r to ei ► torce speed l Imit s,
the police mutit be capahle of accIl ► atel ,, , anti safely dete rmining
L 1-c sp; ed of moving vel ► ic les .
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,t
';1weds were originally deteimi,icd ;,y clucking the tiuhlect
ve I - i c- lt, by si ► rve i llaice a i ► d t hen t,y t it . i i initig of moviiiti veh i -
u I #-  as they traveled a known distance.	 Hie developmPnt ot'
tits ► t iw ► tr y
 rad;jr systems has greia ly e,lilanced t lie capahi 1 i t. ics
OI the p^^l is c 	 hkit the y mtis t he carelul ly sited and can oiik' Iw
opt:r.tt eti 1 !- ( gy m a si_at it^nat - y p(;s i t it,1i .
he only commercial ly avai lable p,)l ice syst vin low deter-
r	 tni,-- ig the speed of a wo vi iik; ve l ► ic le 1 ro,m anot her
 moving vehicle
i^. ► 	 VA;; ;AR System.
	 This system is basically a sophisticated
s<< 1 1, w. ► tch w' , ich requires distance judgmetit5 by the officers
opt .
 i-;i t i ng i C.
Preseo. t l , ava i l d h l t• pt, I ice riida ►- ui, it s e,nl l oy CW DOI)I) l e r
rad;,!
	 . ►► id tiave a max i iii ,m range of 1000-3000 feet with typical
;lilt	 ;i	 t • .► inwid; I ; of kettwee ► It) aiirl 1'i degrees .	 At a di stance
„t	 OW) I eet, a 14 degree bei ► ni w i 1 I cover "40 feet - - t he eyu i va -
I vit t t, i a m ► i 1 t i pl (,- 1 ane expressway.
	
With s ► ich wide coverage,
r- '	 iwrie	 a high *1ikeIil;^;od that viii itittenna w  I l be ill Lilt) ii ► at	 g
c, t r;	 ! a rge i s
	
t, xed a s wt , i I iv, mo,v i tig) a t a ny g i ven t i me .
iIICt- t iIV signaI detection systems ciirrently employed in pol ice
rij f l^tr -ec'c ivers	 slwiid (m lyy t t the tit rungest signal returning
I rt e ,, 111C	 I ield ) 	it wt:"Id he vi1-tilal ly impossible to
A0I1•ct it si.n);le vc'hic • le tuc' S111-Vei I lance WIIC it a Humber of other
'sic l ti Lind 11(4-91110 li ►► j; Objects were within the antenna beam.
k,-r, it not. for ;his drawback, exist i nk; vehicu lar radar could
rc-ati i l v be adapted for rise t ruin a nic,v i 11g vehicle by adding a
sin1l:?_V computer which WIM Id accept inputs from the radar unit
it1-	 'lie patrol cz ► r s pee d,meter.
R.E^ EVENCES
A literature search of aerospace tecl;ut^log is presently
^e ing conducted; I^owevet , some relevant ret ereuces may not he
idel,t ified by tl,i s n^ea^^s, and a1,-, add ► t iokja 1 cef2rences you n ►a}
siiggest would he appreciated.
n"
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FOR F1'RTllER INFORMATION
Contact:	 F. R. Hand , Project Manager
NASA Techno logy App l i ca t ions Team
111' Research Inst i tkite
10 West 35 S t ree t
Chicago, Illinois	 60616
Telephone :	 k 02) 225-96 i(1
Fxtension 5281
Reference:	 I,h:-3
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TECHNOLOGY
APRICATIONS
TEAM
AGE AND 5EOUENCE OF BALL PEN WR IT I NC ON
DOCUMENTS WITH MULTIPLE I:NTR I KS
A problem in Law Enforcement midercaketi by
the I1T Resi-arch Institute team sponsored
by NASA's Technology t1tilization Division
I 1,
'I11 11 I'tob Iern 11 a1 vntenl	 I a I IS 	 „llI	 .III. III I..II
s l got ► flc a:.I	 ts,c 11uoIo l{Il .11	 In .It
	 (drll
area of c • oni:ern Iu t 11c • poll)I I.	 -,v, I ..I	 ►ti.• 11ulr.
to bringnK t o bed l. on I Il l ti In l.ll I vill I lit- I III oil Ina
( Iofl and expert Ise 111,11	 1d4•ti III N•1.S1.
	 II
pool 1'v • I you IaIt coil l l • I b to 	 pIvast . II . I ' ll 1 • IItoI
ideas If) I tle •	 lit 1 1 I /a l l uu lit 1 1.. 1' .I I
yowl .
 i its laI Ial loft, of	 to I11c • Ic • tlnl It l.lr^. u1.^1 Ivy
named ► n tike st v. 1crmc • ut .
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STA'I FMFNT ()F THI: 1'KW H,',M
In the inve`,t igati0^n of	 with imiILipie writings,
the crime, laboratory has LIIL- need for a nmidesLructi ve me thod
to establish a) the agL' Of ba 1 I pen Wr i L i Ili; , a nal h) Lhe sequence
of the different entries or writings.
POSSI BLE A I PROACHI?S
The method can be based ()n one or nx)re of Lhu tol I,,wing:
1. Difference in diffusivity of ii dks, depending; on age
and properties, into su i tab l_e ab;, : rbant media.
2. Composition of ink, e. g., type of (lye, vehicle, size
of pigment particles.
i.	 Examination of ink or ►netal debris in "furrows" Lo
L'Stablish cont inuity of the most recent writings by
microscopy or )Lher mc,Lhods .
4. Establishment o f continu ity at line crossings by
Le chniciues used i i-I LI-I ' cxani i na t iori of in dented
writing.
^.	 DifferenLiaL ioli of we iLings on the has is of intensity
of color, which depends on the rate of flow of inlc .
1 nk f 1ow ra LL- is determi Tied by speed of ball and
writing pressure, both of which na y be characteristic:
of an ind i vi dua 1 .
BACKGKO UND l.Nr'O"IA'I ION
NThe agL, and :-;cquence of each writing in a d()cument con-
taining more than one writing is often of critical importance
in criminal investigations. Most documents in this category
carry ballpoint pen wri Li ngs . 'l I ► c spec i a 1 properties o t ha i 1-
point pen inks and the percussive nature of ballpoint pen
writ4_ng, make ink characterization ► and the determination of the
sequence of writing feasible.
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Deposition of ink oil
	 by a ballpoint pen is a complex
process. The fabric of the paper consists basically of a mesh
of fibers with "gaps" or pores ranging f rorii .'^k to several
ill
	 and depths of 5 Lo 100 (4, dependi ng ,)it 	 thickness
of the paper. Modern ballpoint pen inks art , the qu ick drying
type and consist of synLheLic • oil soluble dye dispersed ill
thixotropic vehicle of a glycol, resin and surfactant. The dye
particles which lodge themselves in the tabric of OW Raper are
Usually 1 to 31w in diameter. The dye itsel f const itoit.es abo,,t
a third of the weight of the ink and has a tinetorial strength
of about 20 times that of ordinary fountain ► pen inks.
Ballpoint pen inks have	 vi scos ity of 25 to 20J p+,: se and
will not flow through the 'clearance between ball and socket
except at high shear ra tes c rea t e d by the ba 11 rotati ng at
speeds of Ill ,
 to 3, 500 rpm.	 liar d stainless steel ha I I twl
mally abrades the relatively soft bronze or brass socket dur'llrrg
wr i t ink; and the me La 1 debris I lows a I mig w i t h t he i rrk oI ► t o f he
paper- .
'file
	
Lhickness of baII poi nt	 pen	 ink	 films	 on	 paper	 is	 of	 tht--
order
	
of- 	1	 to	
'21-e and a I i ne	 ()It(- ' ('111	 rr^	 1 ong	 normli I 1 y	 c mit a i ns	 one
/c! g	 (i . e.,	 M	 6 gram) o I t he	 i I& .
PR E'SEi`J 1' METHODS
At present, there is no standard im.- wd 1 or L Ire (let c• r - 111i n a -
t ion of age and sequence of n ► ,r 1 L i p le wr i t i ^i +;s i n a document .
Differentiation of writings and inks is often acirieved h , visual
or microscopic examinations and by ini-rared and t Iuoresceiwe
methods.	 It is believed that IaIlpoii,t peii ii ► ks are not ainenablo.
to such methods because only a handful of mantrfactkrrers c ^^nLr+^l
their market, and therefore their fornuilaLions do not sh+)w in rc•h
variation. However, the complexity of the mechanics of writing;
with ball pens coupled with the necessarily rabid progress in
the development of better- ink form,ilas, should make Lite
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determination of
	
their age	 i ii seclttent is l wr t t i ltg o p t 1 y less
rattler	 than more	 dif."icult In	 fact,
	
on the	 I,as:s of thei r
composition alone,	 i t	 sh()uIc: be	 poss i I	 Ie' LO	 hrOdd1V relate ba I I
pen	 inks	 to chronological	 brackets. 1 1.te maxinntni age of an	 hik
or writing may then he determined, i	 t	 i	 t	 s compos i	 t	 i oii is	 kiwk .., tt .
FOR I - IIIZ'I HER INFORMA'T'ION
I f you need more deta i I s al.()ij t t h i	 I) ► ob 1 ens, or t t yutt
wi sh to discuss some of year ideas wi t  a t cam represellt at i.ve,
please contact:
F. Rl	 Hand, I^irec t^^r
NASA `I'echno l ()gy App I i ca t i k,tis 'I eam
I FY Research Inst i cute
10 West 35 `;t t (-,(,t
Chicago, III i not s	 606 1 t^
Telephone
	
	
t 11 2) 25-9t, it)
Extension 52H I
Kefereiwe • 	 I.I . 4
t
U
C. Aerospace Literature Searches
To date, literature searches have been initiated on the
following problems:
MS-1, Dust Monitoring In Coal Mines
MS-2, Detection for Automatic Quenching of Coal Mine
Explosions
MS-3 1 Measurement of Air Flow Velocities in Coal Mine
Passages
MS-4, Quenching of Coal Mine Explosions
MS-5, Mine Rescue Communications.
MS-6 1 Improved Batteries for Underground Coal Mines
LE-3, Vehicular Speed Measurement
The searches for MS-1, MS-4, and MS-5 were initiated during the
first quarter. The searches for MS-1 and MS-4 were completed
during that period.
During the current quarter, the results were received from
the following searches: MS-2, MS-3, MS-5, and MS-6. The com-
puter evaluation reports for each search completed to-date are
found on pages 4C .,,iUugh 8.
As an experiment to add some insight on how best to work
with the Regional Disseminator Centers, the search for problem
I,E-3 was submitted to both ARAC and KASC. The problem statement
was submitted along with a list of descriptor terms prepared by
the team member handling the problem. The strategy was prepared
from this list by the RDC staff member. As of 31 December, the
strategy used by KASC had been communicated to the team. It is
as follows:
A - Radar
B - Continuous Wave Radar
C - Doppler Radar
D - Optical Radar
E - Pulse Doppler Radar
F - Radar Beams
G - Radar Data
}I - Radar Equipment
I - Radar measurement
J - Radar Range
K - Radar Resolution
1. - Radar Scanning
M - Radar Cross Sections
N - Radar Signatures
0 - Radar Tracking
P - Surveillance Radar
Q - 'Tracking Radar
R - Target Acquisition
S - Target Recognition
T - Moving Target Indicator
U - Range and Range Rate
V - Signatures
W - Surveillance
X - Spectrum Analysis
Y - Velocity Measurement
1. - Speed Indicators
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D
D
6
I
Q
a
AA - Time Measurement	 DD - Ve loc i tv
R13 - Motion	 E:E: - Vertical Motion
CC - Police
'These terms are combined in the following expression-
(A+B4-C,+D+E+F+{; +11+1+,T+K+1,4il +N+()+Y+(1)
 , (R+S+'I'+lI+V+W+X+Y+%+AA+fill+
CC+DD+KE)
The strategy used by ARAC has not yet been received.
However, we learned that they plan to use a weighted term strat-
egy. In such a search strategy each term is assigned a numeri-
cal weight. The values of all terms for which a document is
indexed are summed. If the sum excaeds a pre-determined thresh-
old the document is retrieved.
Members of the team a.3ree that it would be desirous to
learn more about the RECON system developed by NASA to perform
literature searches in direct communication with the computer.
Such a capability would enable real-time evaluation and modifi-
cation of search strategies by the team member most familiar
with the problem under study. We have received approval during
this month to use the terminal facility at NASA Lewis Research
Center, and are generating an experiment to conduct on that
terminal which will provide us with a good understanding of the
system operation.
Mr. Tay Arnold, who has had previous experience with RECON
and Mr. ,John Weyer will perform this experiment early in Janu-
ary. They will attempt to conduct search on 5 - 6 problems using
different conditions on each. For example, they will perform a
search for problem LE-3 using, as a base, terms suggested to both
ARAC and KASC. Searches for problems MS-8 and LE-2 will use a
telephone link to IITRI and the team member responsible for the
problem. One problem will be searched from just two or three
beginning terms, with the strategy being expanded by interaction
with the RECON system.
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COMPUI'EK F:VALL1A'T ION REPORT
RDC : ARAC
Search 'Title:	 Quick Response Quenching of Explosions
Problem Statement:
	 Quenchillg of Coal Mine Explosions;	 M5-4
TD--te Search Initiated: 25 August 1969
Search Terms:
SAL Terms
A - Sprayer
B - Relief Valve
C - Fuel Valve
D - Spraying Apparatus
E - Fuel Spray
F - Fire Extinguisher
G - Propellant Actuated Device
SAL S trate
B+F +(A ,+ +E+G+I+N) . (II+J+K+I,+M )
THESAURUS Terms
A - Propellant Actuated Devices
B - Fuel Sprays
C - Relief Valves
D - Fuel Valves
E - Sprayers
F - Extinguishing
G - Liquid Injection
THESAURUS Strategy:
+	 +	 +B+ + +K .(F+G+I+J+L+M)
H - Liquid	 Injection
I - Extinguisher
J - Liquid Cooling
K - Fuel	 Injection
L - Fluid Injection
M - Quenching
N - Valve
H - Fire Extinguishers
I - Quenching
J - Liquid Cooling
K - Valves
I. - Fluid Injection
M - Quenching (Cooiing)
Date Search Received: 1 September 1969
Number of Hits: 24
Results: 49 abstracts
24 related to problem
8 Tech Briefs and other documents
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COMPI"FER EVALUAT ION RF.PORT
RDC : ARAC
Search 'Title: Environmental Dust in Coal Mines - A4036
Problem Statement:
	 Dust Monitoring in Coal Mines;	 MS-1
Date Search Initiated: 18 ;;eptemher 1969
Search 'Terms
SAI, Terms
A - Alr Purification H - Density Measurement
B - Micropart is le I - Aerosol
C - Air Pollution J - Dust
D - Micrometeoroid K - Measuring Apparatus
E - Smoke Ia - Transducer
F - Micrometeorite M - Detection
G - Environmental Control N - Detector
SAI. Strate	 -
7A + +K+ , +N) . (B+C+D+E+F+I+,J)
THESAURUS Terms
- Electrostatic Precipitators I.	 - Micrometeoroids
B - Dust Collectors M - Dust
C - Air Purification N - Detection
D - Microparticles 0 - Environmental Control
E - Detectors P - Transducers
F - Smoke Q - Density (Mass/Volume)
G - Clean Rooms R - Air Pollution
H	 - Electrostatic Charge S	 - Density Measurement
I	 - Density (Number/Volume) T - Optical Measuring Instruments
i	 - Size Determination U - Aerosols
K - Gravimetry V - Particle Size Distribution
W - Measuring Instruments
THESAURUS Strate	 :
+ +G+7+ + +I	 +P+Q+S+T+W) , (D+F+H+I.+M+R+U+V) + (B )
Date Search Received:	 30 September 1969
number of Hits: 113
j	 Date Documents Requested by Researcher: 20 October 1969
Number of Documents Requested and Document Numbers:
Six Microfiche reproductions: N66-29075
N68-29340
N66-25166
A67-11037
A68-31553
N67-40516 - N69-40525
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Researcher Evaluation of Search: The 6 references listed above
and 5 others obtained from I I'I'M sources
formed the primary and secondary sources
of the required information.
Plans for Use of Information- On the basis of search contacts
with one NASA Installation has been made
and the information has potential for
technology transfer.
11
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COMPU1'ER EVAI.UA'r ION REPORT
RDC : KA'> C
Search Title- Mechanical Communication Between Persons Trapped
Inside of a Mine and Rescuers on the Surface.
Problem Statement: Mine Rescue Communications; MS-5
Date Search Initiated: 18 September 1969
Search Terms:
L
K - Acoustic Attenuation
L - Signal Detection
M - Correlation Detection
N - Sound Localization
0 - Earth Crust
P - Rocks
Q - Soils
R - Mines
S - Excavations
A. - Seismic Waves
B - Infrasonic Frequencies
C - Sound Transmission
D - Very Low Frequencies
E - Sound 'Transducers
F - Electroacoustic 'Transducers
G - Acoustic Excitation
H - Sound Generators
I - Acoustic Propagation
J - Sound Propagation
Strate
+B+ +D+E+F+G+11+I+J) . (K ; L+M+N+O+P+Q+R+S )
Date Search Received- 10 October 1969
Number of Hits: 38
Results: 141 ci-ations
38 relevant
14 actually useful to problem
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COMPI71 ER EVALUATION REPORT
RDC : KAS C
Search 'Title: Electrical-Magnetic Communication Between 7ersons
Trapped Inside a Mine and Rescuers on the Surface
Problem Statement: Mine Rescue Communications; M5-5
Date Search Initiated: 18 September 1969
Search Terms:
A - Communication Equipment Q - Electromagnetic Wave
B - Broadcasting R - Radio Attenuation
C - Telephony S - Electromagnetic Absorber
D - Radio Communication T - Radio Reception
E - Wireless Communication U - Radio Tracking
F - Telecommunication V -	 Integrated Circuits
G - Radio Transmission W - Microelectronics
H - H-waves X - Miniaturization
I	 - Signal Transmission Y - Miniature Electronics
J - Radio Receivers Z - Triangulation
K - Transmitters AA - Very I.ow Frequencies
1,	 - Radio Relay Systems BB - Antennas
M - Radio Direction Finders CC - Earth Crust
N - Long Wave Radiation DD - Rocks
0 - Radio Waves EE -	 Soils
P
- Low Frequencies FF - Magnetic Signals
GG - Carrier Waves
Strategy:
(A+B+C+D+E+F+G+H+I+J+K+L+M) . (N+O+P+Q+R+S+T+U+V''+X+Y+Z+AA+BB+CC+
DD+EE+FF+GG)
Date Search Received: 10 October 1969
Number of Hits: 105
Results : 1200 Citations
105 relevant
38 Useful to Problem
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COMPUTER EVALUATION REPORT
RDC : KAS C
Search 'Title: Storage of Primary Batteries for Power Operated
Equipment
Problem Statement: Improved Batteries for Underground Coal
Mines; M5-6
Date Search Initiated: 30 October 1969
Search Terms: Tentative list; actual list and strategy not yet
received.
A - Electric Batteries	 G - Drill:.
B - Primary Batteries	 H - Boring Machines
C - Storage Batteries 	 I - Tools
D - Electrolytic Cells 	 J - Conveyers
E - Wet Cells	 K - Pumps
F - Electric Cells	 L - Materials Handling
Date Search Received: 25 November 1969
Number of Hits: 87
Results: 234 Citations
87 Checked relevant
2 Tech Briefs
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A - Detection
B - Detectors
C - Warning Systems
D - Warning
E - Safety
F - Explosions
G - Flash
H - Flamps
I -	 Blasts
J - Detonation
K - Fires
L - Dust
M - Gases
N - Methane
0 - Coal
P - Combustion
Q - Supersonic Combustion
R - Underground Explosions
S	 - Deflagration
T -	 Ignition
U - Detonable Mixtures
V - Flammable Gases
W - Powder (Particles)
X - Gas Mixtures
Y - Hydrocarbon Fuels
Z	 - Bitumens
AA - Hydrocarbon Combustion
BB - Gas Explosions
COMPI71E:R I:VAIXAT ION REPON'T
RD'.': A RAC
Search 'Title: Characteristics of Coal Mine Explosions
Problem Statement: Detection for Automatic (quenching of Coal.
Mine Explosions; MS-1
Date Search Initiated: 30 October 1969
Search Terms:
Strategy not yet received.
Date Search Received: Decc-' . ,-: 8, 1969
Results:	 34 Abstract cite , r	 .;
7 Tech Briefs - • ,,sper
6 relevant (1 'Tech Brief)
n
i
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COMPUFER EVALUATION REPORT
RUC: ARAC
Title Search and RDC Number: Air Flow Measurement, A4075
Problem Statement- measurement of Air Flow Velocities in Coal
Mine Passages, MS-3
Date Search Initiated: 13 November 1969
Search Terms:
SAI. Terms
A - Wind Vane M - Air Duct
B - Anemometey N	 •- Ventilator
C - Exhaust System 0 - Air Conditioning
D - Mine P - Air Current
E - Hot-Wire Measurement Q - Wind Velocity Measurement
F - Low Velocity R - Vent
G - Mining S - Wind Velocity
H - Hut-Wire Anemometer T - FloT-, Measurement
I	 - Flow Meter U - Wind Measurement
J - 'funneling V - Velocity Measurement
K - Anemometer W - Flow Velocity
L - Low Speed X - Air Flow
Z	 - Measuring Apparatus Y - Ventilation
SAL Strategy:
(A+B+(.+D+E;-F+G+H+I+,I+K+L+7_) . (M+N+0 +11+Q+R+S+'I'+tJ+V+W+X+Y)
HESAIJRUS Terms
A - Passageways 0 - Hot-Wire Anemometers
B - Tunnels P - Ventilators
C, - Tunneling (excavation) Q - Vents
D - Wind Vanes R - Air Conditioning
_	 E - 'funneling S - Venting
F - Chimneys T - Air Ducts
G - Mines	 (Excavations) U - Air Currents
!i - Speed	 Indicators V - Ventilation
I - Exhaust Systems W - Wind Velocity Measurement
J - Hot-Wire Flowmeters X - Wind Measurement
K - Low Speed Y - Flow Measurement
I. - Anemometers - Air Flow
M -	 Indicating Instruments AA - Wind Velocity
-	 N - Flowmeters AB - Veloci —7 Measurement
THESAURUS Strategy
(A+B+C+D+E+F'+.G+H+I+J+K+L+M+N+O) . (P+Q+R+S+T+U+V-P,4+X+Y+Z+AA+AB)
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Date Search Received- 24 November 1969
Number of Nits: 128
Results: 15 references considered immediately pertinent
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D. Technology Identified and 'Transfer Potential
During the first quarter, in searching for technology re-
lating to the measurement of dust (MS -1) a very attractive in-
strument was located at NASA Electronics Research Center at
Cambridge, Massachusetts. The details of this technology were
reported in the first: quarterly report. 	 It is compact, self-
powered, easily portable, and has digital, real-time read out
of particle counts in five size ranges from 0.511 to 10 i r,.
This instrument is based on the scattering of light by the dust
particles, each particle generating a light pulse at the detec-
tor, whic:l is then counted to obtain the number of particles.
The instrument at ERC is undergoing further development to
incorporate laser optics into its system. There is already a
working model in the laboratory. Using solid state laser de-
vises may result in an instrument that is less expensive and
even more compact.
There are some problems associated iiith light scattering as
applied to measuring dust in a coal mine. For example, the
instrument is not able to determine the mass c, f the particle
being counted, and therefore is not able to provide directly a
gravimetric measurement as desired by the mining industry. An
average density can be used as a conversion factor for a partic-
ular mix of types of dust, but this can only be approximate at
any given time. Also, the instrument is not able to give sepa-
rate measurements of rock dust and coal di-st concentrations -
at leas in its present form. `]'here might be modifications -
such as spectrally analysing the scattered light - which would
give this information but they are not presently under devel-
i .	 opmen, ..
The ERC development is considered to be so significant,
however, and close to the needs of the mining situation,  that a
report is being prepared to transmit this information to the
Bureau of Mines. it will also include some of the unique fea-
i
	 tures of an instrument developed for Marshall Space Flight
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(:enter. 'I his latter is not a portable instrument and does not
represent a direct transfer, but contain some technical devel-
opmc tits which might he incorporated in a portable unit. one of
these is a sheath of laminar-flow air which surrounds the meas-
urement sample and protects the optics from contamination by
the dust.
The report wi11 indicate how the instrument can be applied
to dust monitoring in a mine, what further engineering is re-
quired to adapt the instrument to the bureau's requirements, and
an estimate of the instrument's probable cost. The report will
be submitted to Dr. Van Dolah at the Pittsburgh laboratories of
the bureau, who originated the problem with the team.
kl erhal communication to Dr. Welby Courtney, of the Bureau
of Mines in Pittsburgh has by Dr. Singh of the IITRI team raised
many of the questions discussed above. If these questions and
}	 that of the instrument's capacity can be answered satisfactorily,
'	 we believe the Bureau of Mines will find the ERC development a
most tiseiul_ iris trume1-It. Prospects for a meaningful transfer
continue to be encouraging.
Trl doing some initial searching of NASA Tech briefs for
Prohlem LE-2, Detection and Recovery of Indented Writing, two
items of tech:iology have been to-ated which may have promise for
use in an instrument which would visually display the written
information. The instrument would scan the questioned document
in an x-y grid. An electrical (or mechanical) oUput would be
recorded each time a sensor crossed an indentation. An x-y
recorder would bc driven in synchronism with the scanning mech-
anism. The output from the instrument would drive the recording
pen to place a marl_ on the graph each time a groove is crossed.
1	 In this way the instrument would reproduce the image on the
questioned document such that it could be read directly.
1
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An ins t current has been developed for Marshal 1 Space 1-Jight
Center by F:lectro-Physics , Inc. which was designed to scan the
surface of flares, looking for imperfections. The instrument
uses a fiber optic probe which is capable of measuring cracks and
surface features up to several thousandths of an inch to an accu-
racy of a few microinches. 'Phis is just the range of depths en-
countered in the indented writing problem. This technology was
reported in NASA 'Tech brief 69-10152.
Another development which might have application to the
same type was reported by Argonne National Laboratory in NASA-AE'C
Tech Brief 69-10345. This item uses a diamond stylus of one
micron radius to traverse the surface in question. Magnifications
up to 100,000 X are possible and the output is displayed on an x-y
recorder. The Argonne instrument was designed for a total trav-
erse of 0.5 inch but this could he modifie(l for the particular
application.
'These two items were reported to Miss Maureen nase_y, head
of the Documents Section of the Chicago Police Crime i,a5oratorv,
to discuss the ki id of system which woal,! likely evolve from such
technology and the cost-effectiveness of such a system.
Miss Casey pointed out that in order to justify purchase of
an expensive instrument for the detection of indented writing,
all estiintte of the total man-hours saved on solving indented
writing problems would have to he made. Such problems presently
account for less than 20%; of the load at the Chicago Police
Department.	 It is uiffi^_ult, at p his point, to estimate the
transfer potential of these items of technology, but they do
t	 appear to be useful techniques.
In the search con3ucted at ARAC on the problem of air flow
measurement, MS-3, 128 abstracts and 11 Tech Briefs were received,
t	 of which 16 abstracts were considered tc be especially relevant.
E	 A survey of this material so far indicates that ne only reported
feasih:.e device for measurement of very low air velocities is the
a
	 so called Laser Dopplet Veiocir ►ieter (LDV) . oevelopment of such
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a device has been funded by several federal agencies inc lud i n},
1	 NASA. onl y one instrulllent is currently on the market - one which
measures particle movement in liquids.
The ],DV utilizes the principle of the Doppler shift in fre-
quency of light scattered by particle,; moving in an air stream.
In a coal mine, there is no need to introduce particle, to the
air flow - the coal and rock dust are already present in suffi-
ciently high concentration. I,DV instruments are currently very
elaborate and expensive. The team will pursue this avenue of
apprcach to determine if such a system can be made cost-effective
for coal mine applications.	 if the cost proves to he high, how-
ever, the transfer potential of Easer Doppler methods to coal
mining is not great.
The literature searches for ether problems, such as Mine
Rescue Communication, Explosion Detection and Quenching, and
Batteries have turned up little in the way of significant new
technology. In the Communications problem, for instance, exper-
iments have shown that very low frequency electro-magnetic
fields are the only media which has sufficient penetrateion depth
in earth to reach the depths encountered in mines. Yet NASA and
other aerospace agencies have little interest in VLF communica-
tion. The literature search located some propagation data, but
no significant technology. In the case of the battery problem,
it_ appears that most technological break throughs are achieved
by the battery manufacturers and ultimatel y find their way into
the commercial market. Our search turned up no significant new
technology.
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IV. Summary
This report has presented the activities of the	 IITRI Tech-
nology Applications Team for the months of 0--tober, November,
and December.	 During this time the team has identified a number
of problems	 in Law Enforcement and Mine Safety, and has obtained
sufficient background data, and performed an analysis of each
problem in order to write Problem Statements which are circulated
' to NASA scientists and engineers. 	 For each problem, a search of
the aerospace data bank was performed in order to locate rele-
vant items of technology contained in some 700,000 aerospace
reports.
During this quarter, a great deal was learned about the
techniques for performing the literature searches. 	 In looking
for the optimum way of working with the Regional Dissemination
Centers,	 the team found that the problem should be Submitted to
RDC along with a strategy suggested by the team member based on
his understanding of the problem.	 The strategy can then be mod-
s
ified by the RDC staff member who has greater familiarity with
the indexing system.
Items of technologv with a reasonably high potential for
transfer were located for application to dust monitoring in coal
mines and detection of indented wri,:ng. 	 A report is being pre-
pared for the former,	 to transmit the information about the tech-y
nology to the problem originator at the Bureau of Mines. 	 In the
case of the latter,	 inquiry of the developers of the technology
will help determine the feasibility and the cost-effectiveness
of the techniques.	 This will be done in the next reporting
( period.
The team has now, with the help of NASA representives from
the Office of Technology Utilization, established the relation-
ships with agencies in Law Enforcement and Mine Safety which
will be necessary to effect meaningful technology transfers. 	 We
expec t_ that the next quarter will see an increase in actual
transfer activity, with the identification of new problems, 	 re-
sponses from NASA field centers beginning to increase, 	 and search
strategies beginning to pay off in new technology.
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